The Top 5 Reasons for Cloud-Hosting ProjectWise

Through our partnership with Microsoft, we leverage the security and reliability of Azure so you can migrate your ProjectWise implementation to a cloud-hosted environment.
CHALLENGE
Provide your organization with a robust and cost-effective project delivery infrastructure.

SOLUTION: 5 REASONS TO CLOUD-HOST PROJECTWISE

1. Reduce on-premises server hardware and network management costs
   Off-load server hardware, IT labor, and server software maintenance.

2. Enjoy reliable system performance with unlimited data storage
   Enjoy 99.9 percent service availability with 24/7 global access.

3. Gain comprehensive disaster recovery protection
   Leverage Azure’s built-in disaster recovery services to avoid costly work interruptions.

4. Comply with specific industry and geographic security standards
   Azure offers a comprehensive set of certified security compliance offerings.

5. Leverage the latest IT best practices and software releases
   Bentley’s Managed Services team will assure that your system is expertly managed.
One of our ProjectWise accounts realized that it could reduce spending for its on-premises ProjectWise infrastructure by up to 52 percent by moving it to cloud-hosting. The account also identified an additional USD 200,000 in savings after learning that cloud-hosting includes built-in Azure disaster recovery services.

Case Study:

- 50 percent of our top ProjectWise accounts are cloud-hosting their ProjectWise data sources, representing:
  - 108,000+ current projects
  - 3.7 billion+ audit trail records
Contact Us Today

For more information about how your firm can make the switch to CONNECT Edition, contact your Bentley Account Manager today.
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